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Optial-eletri tehnology an measure the tangential position and veloity of spaeraft. To know the
feasibility of the use of optial-eletri tehnology, it is neessary to estimate the magnitude of spaeraft
rst. Sine the spaerafts are non-self-illumination objets, the estimation formulas of the optial magnitude
of spaeraft is onstruted aording to the radiation theory and the extra-atmospheri radiant emittane
of the Sun in the visible light wave band. Taking Chang'e-1 as an example, the magnitude of it in dierent
situations is alulated.
Introdution
Beause the spaeraft always needs to y for long distanes, it is very important to monitor it preisely.
The spaeraft has 6 degrees of freedom in the spae, three dimension of position and three dimension of
veloity. The mission to measure the parameters of the orbit of the spaeraft is performed by dierent
traing tehniques, like radio and optial tehnologies. There are three main radio tehnologies in deep
spae network, radio tehnology whih inludes radio interferometry, Doppler system with double frequeny,
mirowave radio radar. The radio interferometry is to measure the angle and ompare the phase of spaeraft.
Doppler system with double frequeny is to measure the veloity of spaeraft. Mirowave radio radar is
to measure the distane and the imaging of spaeraft. However optial-eletri tehnology an measure
the tangential position and veloity of spaeraft, whih an provide additional information to trae the
spaeraft more preisely. But the optial-eletri tehnology has some obvious limitation, it an not work
at daytime and under bad weather.
Chang'e-1 is planned to be the rst of a series of Chinese missions to the Moon. The spaeraft will launh
in late 2007 on a CZ-3A booster and orbit the Moon for a year to test the tehnology for future missions
and to study the lunar environment and surfae regolith. Although Chang'e-1 will be mainly monitored by
radio tehnology as planed, it is still valuable to analysis the feasibility to use optial-eletri tehnique as
the assistant of other tehniques. To know the feasibility, it is neessary to evaluate the optial magnitude
of the spaeraft in dierent situations rstly. This paper will present the initial results of the estimation
of the optial magnitude of Chang'e-1 aording to the radiation theory and the extra-atmospheri radiant
emittane of the Sun in the visible light wave band.
The ground irradiane of diuse refetion of satellite surfae
Based on the formulas of Plank blakbody radiation [1℄, the monohrome radiant emittane of blakbody
radiation is
M(λ, T0) = 10
12(c1/λ
5)[ exp (c2/λT0)− 1 ]
−1
(1)
where λ is wavelength ( µm), T0 is blakbody temperature(K), c1=3.742×10
−4
W· µm2 is rst radiation
onstant, c2=14388µm· K is seond radiation onstant. The unit of the monohrome radiant emittane
M(λ, T0) is W/(m
2
·µm). Usually solar radiation an be regarded as blakbody radiation with the tempera-
ture of 5900K, whose monohrome radiant emittane an be established by (1).
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Figure 1: The urves hange with wavelength
The solar radiant emittane M and its total radiant ux φ between λ1 and λ2 are
M = c1
∫ λ2
λ1
λ−5[ exp (c2/λT0)− 1]
−1dλ (2)
φ = 4piR2sM (3)
where T0 = 5900K, the solar radius is Rs = 6.9599
8m and the unit of radiant emittane is W/µ m2.
Suppose that the total radiant ux from the Sun is homogeneous in orientation spae, thus the solar
luminous intensity from λ1 to λ2 is
I = φ/4pi = R2sM (4)
Aording to inverse-square law of the distane, the extra-atmospheri illumination Es in the range of
wavelength between λ1 and λ2 is
Es = I/D
2 = 1012R2sc1D
−2
∫ λ2
λ1
λ−5[ exp (c2/λT0)− 1]
−1dλ (5)
where D is the atual distane between the Sun and the Earth. The unit of illumination Es is W/m
2
. The
radiation ux of the surfae element dS of the satellite reeived from the Sun is
dφ = Es cosαdS (6)
where α is the angle between the link of the Sun, the spaeraft and the normal of the surfae element dS of
the spaeraft.
The radiation ux from the surfae element dS of the spaeraft is
dφ′ = σdφ (7)
where σ, the diuse reetane of the spaeraft, is independent on the wavelength in the range of visible
light(0.38µm-0.76µm). Suppose that β is the angle (rad) between the link of the observer and the spaeraft
and the normal of the surfae element dS, the illumination intensity at the orientation of whih is
dI = cos βdφ′/Ω = σEs cosα cos βdS/pi (8)
So, the ground irradiane of spaeraft diuse refetion from λ1 to λ2 is
Em =
∫
s
L−2dI = (piL2)−1σEs
∫
s
cosα cos βdS (9)
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Figure 2: The ylinder and plane objet
where Es is speied by (5) and L is the distane between observer and spae objet and τ , the vertial
atmospheri transmissivity, is independent on the wavelength in the range of visible light; m, atmospheri
mass number, denotes the ratio of optial thikness between inlined orientation and vertial orientation.
m = [cos z + 0.150(93.885 − z)−1.253]−1 (10)
where z is the zenith angle of spaeraft (rad). When z = 86◦, the error of atmospheri mass number is
smaller than 0.1%.
Most of the spaerafts are ylindrial, so a ylinder model is reasonable to be used here. The following
formula gives the irradiane of the ylinder objet.
Ez = (4piL
2)−1Dzhστ
mEs sinα sin γ[sin ν + (pi − ν) cos ν] (11)
where Dz is the diameter of the base surfae and h is the height of ylinder. The position relationship among
the angles we an see from Fig (2). α is the angle of the Sun, ylinder objet and the axial line of ylinder
objet, γ is the angle between observer, ylinder objet and the axial line of ylinder objet, ν is the angle
between the Sun, ylinder objet and observer.
One of the base surfae an also be seen.
Eb = (4piL
2)−1στmEspiD
2 cosα cos β0 (12)
where β0 is an angle of the base surfae towards to the observation.
We must onsider the solar battery planes of the spaeraft, so we use the plane to stand for the solar
battery planes.
Ep = (piL
2)−1στmEsS cosα1 cos β (13)
where α1 is inident angle and β is reeting angle.
Customarily we use equivalent apparent magnitude instead of ground illumination to gure the luminane
of elestial body in astronomy [3℄. The sale is logarithmi, and a dierene of 5 magnitudes means a
brightness dierene of exatly 100 times. Based on the denition of the equivalent apparent magnitude,
we take the Sun as referene star and its equivalent apparent magnitude is -26.74. The ground illumination
value of the Sun is E0 oming within visible light. The equivalent apparent magnitude of the spaeraft with
the illumination Em = Ez + Eb + 2Ep is written as
m = −26.74 − 2.5 lg(Em/E0). (14)
Simulation
We take Chang'e-1 as an example. Its magnitude in dierent ases is alulated here. The dimension of
Chang'e-1 is 2000mm×1720mm×2200mm. We onsider it as a ylinder and suppose that its base surfae
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Figure 3: The magnitude hange urve
diameter is Dz = 2000mm and its height is 2200mm. The average vertial atmospheri transmissivity is
0.4 [2℄. The distane of the spaeraft from lunhing to oming into the orbit of the Moon is from 0 to
380000km. We use four kinds of olor to simulate the surfae of the objet, whose surfae diuse reetane
are 0.9, 0.4, 0.2 and 0.05, respetively. We all use pi/4 as the reeting angle β. The angle relationship of the
spaeraft would be told at length in pitures. We suppose that one of the area of the solar battery planes
is 22.6 m2. The diuse reetane of them is 0.01. The angles of α1 and β are from 0 to pi/2.
In Fig 3(I) y-axis represents magnitude and x-axis represents the angle of ν with a variety of 0 → pi.
In the four pitures we employ four dierent kinds of diuse reetane shown in Fig 3(I). We use some
random angles. Dots represents the data of α = pi/4, γ = pi/6. Cirles represents the data of α = pi/6,
γ = pi/3. Crosses represents the data of α = pi/3, γ = pi/3. Squares represents the data of α = pi/3,
γ = pi/6. The four kinds of symbols also represent dierent distane. They are 500km, 70000km, 120000km,
380000km, respetively. It is seen that if the distane inreases, the magnitude inreases too. But it hanges
not signiantly with the angle. In Fig 3(II) y-axis is the same as 3(I) and x-axis represents the distane
from the spaeraft to the Earth and varies from 500km to 380000km. Three symbols stand for dierent
relationship of the angles. We an see them at length in the piture. These omparisons suggest that the
variation of the magnitude inreases with the distane inreasing and dereases with the diuse reetane
inreasing.
We suppose that α = pi/3, γ = pi/3, ν = 0→ pi and L varies from 500km to 380000km in Fig 4. The three-
dimensional image obtained from these data, where x-axis represent angle of ν, y-axis represents distane
and z-axis represents magnitude. Thus the variation of magnitude of Chang'e-1 is about 10 magnitude.
Conlusions
A model of evaluation the magnitude of ylinder objet is build. From the simulation data, it is found
that the magnitude is dependent on distane, surfae diuse reetane and angle. The magnitude varies
signiantly with distane and surfae diuse reetane, but it does not vary with the angle so learly. The
further the distane is, the larger the magnitude is. It is dierent with the relationship between the surfae
diuse reetane and the magnitude. At last we use the data of Chang'e-1 to alulate, from launhing to
oming into the orbit of the Moon, whose variation of magnitude is about 10 mag.
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Figure 4: The three-dimensional image
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